The scalability and computing power of large-scale computational platforms has made them attractive for hosting compute-intensive time-critical applications. Many of these applications are composed of computational tasks that require specific deadlines to be met for successful completion. In this paper, we show that combining redundant scheduling with deadline-based scheduling in these systems leads to a fundamental tradeoff between throughput and fairness. We propose a new scheduling algorithm called Limited Resource Earliest Deadline (LRED) that couples redundant scheduling with deadline-driven scheduling in a flexible way by using a simple tunable parameter to exploit this tradeoff. Our evaluation of LRED shows that LRED provides a powerful mechanism to achieve desired throughput or fairness under high loads and low timeliness environments.
INTRODUCTION
Many of the applications deployed on the large-scale computing platforms are composed of computational tasks that require specific deadlines to be met for successful completion. Scheduling such time-constrained tasks in cycle sharing systems [5, 1] is challenging because the nodes in such a system are highly heterogeneous, with different CPU speeds, network connectivity, and load conditions. As a result, redundant scheduling is used to improve the chances of successful task completion. However the use of redundant scheduling creates a fundamental dilemma in choosing the right order of task scheduling. Giving preference to low deadline tasks, as is done by deadline-based scheduling algorithms such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [3] , results in consuming more resources, while ordering the tasks in decreasing order of their deadlines (Latest Deadline First or LDF), is likely to starve tighter deadline tasks, but provides higher throughput. In this paper, we propose a new 
SYSTEM MODEL
Our task model consists of a task pool with a set of homogeneous tasks in terms of their computational requirements. These tasks are continuously created and submitted to the pool by an application. Each task Ti is associated with a deadline Di that is defined as the time by which the task Ti must be completed. We assume a pull-based task scheduling model, where each worker node requests work from a central scheduler and is assigned a task from the existing task pool. We associate a response time distribution with each worker, which models the probability with which a worker is able to finish a task within a given amount of time. Using this distribution, we can estimate the likelihood that a worker will be able to meet a deadline, which we call Timeliness. The timeliness τi(D) of a worker Wi for a task with deadline D is defined as the probability that the worker will be able to finish the task within time D.
Deadline-Driven Redundant Scheduling
Because of the worker heterogeneity and different ranges of task deadlines, it is possible that a task with a stringent deadline may have only a small probability of being successfully completed by any worker on its own. However, its success probability can be increased by redundantly allocating it to multiple workers, in which case we measure the Group Timeliness. The group timeliness τG(D) for a group G of workers for a task with deadline D is defined as the probability of successful completion of the task within time D by at least one of the workers in G.
EDF [3] is a classical scheduling algorithm used for deadlinedriven scheduling, that has been shown to provide an optimal schedule for a uniprocessor environment. However, when applied in our timeliness model, EDF does not always result in higher throughput for the system. We explore another scheduler based on LDF which is likely to achieve higher throughput than EDF. We also show that LDF suffers from higher unfairness because of its bias towards longer deadline tasks. On the other hand, even though EDF is 
7:
if V is non-empty then
8:
T ← First task from the first non-empty set S k in V
9:
Schedule T to k most timely workers
10:
Update W by removing the k assigned workers 
LIMITED RESOURCE EARLIEST DEAD-LINE SCHEDULING
Limited Resource Earliest Deadline Scheduling (LRED) is a general deadline-driven scheduler that provides a flexible way to exploit the throughput-fairness tradeoff in a heterogeneous system. This algorithm is based on the following observations: 1) Shorter deadline tasks consume a larger number of resources in general than higher deadline tasks, and 2) Shorter deadline tasks are more likely to fail with the passage of time, as compared to higher deadline tasks.
LRED works by limiting the number of resources consumed per task (thus improving throughput), while scheduling the selected tasks in earliest deadline order (thus improving fairness). To achieve this goal, LRED sorts the task pool in increasing order of deadlines, and divides it into kdependent task sets (S k ). A task is k-dependent if it needs exactly the k most timely workers in the worker queue to complete successfully with a high probability Then, LRED schedules the tasks in earliest deadline first order starting from the first task of the set that needs a (specified) limited number of resources. This limit allows LRED to control the throughput-fairness tradeoff. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for LRED.
EVALUATION
The simulator consists of a central task scheduler and a set of workers that arrive at the scheduler. Each worker is associated with an underlying response time distribution, which is sampled to generate a response time for each task it is assigned. The metrics used are Throughput, the total number of tasks that are completed within their deadlines and Fairness, that captures the difference in the proportion of tasks completed for different deadlines, measured using Jain's fairness index [2] . Figures 1(a) and 1(b) plot the fairness index FI and throughput respectively for the different scheduling algorithms.
Results

Throughput-Fairness Tradeoff:
As expected, the fairness of LRED increases as n increases, while throughput decreases as shown in the figures. Figure 1(c) shows the ratio of tasks completed in each deadline bin by the different algorithms. The fairness level of an algorithm is indicated by how flat its curve is. As seen from the figure, LRED(7) could finish more low deadline tasks than that of LRED (1) . It also finishes some tasks from higher deadline bins requiring smaller group sizes than 7, getting a flatter curve and consequently higher fairness.
The complete set of experiments and results are presented in detail in the technical report [4] .
